
PRODUCT RANGE 

WALK BEHIND - RESIN BOND RANGE

Money back satisfaction guarantee: (See www.totallyworks.com for our satisfaction guarantee).

Speed, wear and broad application window. The ‘do 
it all’ range. Deep material clearing passages to exit 
dust and fresh densifier in a rigid tool to deliver flat 
uniformly honed surfaces fast. Suits low grit finishes 
on flat surfaces. 10 mm thickness ensures longer life 
and high value for money.

80mm (3” diameter)
Optimal grit range: 50-200

Speed, colour and excellent clarity. High refinement 
and low resin transfer is achieved with this multi-
segmented, semi flexible high surface area 
resin. Suits low/high grit finishes on flat and wavy 
surfaces. 6mm thickness and high pad surface area.

80mm (3” diameter)
Optimal grit range: 100-800

Exceptional colour, clarity, 
and depth. Rigid design, broad 
application capacity that delivers 
exceptional colour on dark concrete 
and exotic aggregates. Suits low/
high grit range on flat surfaces 
where attention to colour and depth 
is required. 6mm thickness and high 
pad surface area. 

80mm (3” diameter)
Optimal grit range: 50-800

Sensational gloss, clarity and 
depth of colour. Highly flexible, and 
renowned for exceptional gloss at 
high speeds. 3mm thickness and 
high pad surface area. 

80mm (3” diameter)
Optimal grit range: 200- 10,000

With a highly consistent scratch 
pattern, exceptional for floor honing 
and polishing as well as wet cutting - 
power-trowelled/burnished concrete 
where zero aggregate exposure is 
required before densification.
Long- life resin pads are rubber and 
velcro backed, increasing flexibility 
and smooth operation. 10mm thick 
abrasive layer. 

80mm (3”) 
Optimal grit range: 50-400
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HAND HELD - RESIN BOND RANGE

Greater friction – faster gloss. 
Reduced tool surface area enhances 
downward pressure, increasing 
polishing speeds and gloss 
levels. The centreless, lightweight 
format lessens “centre bite” 
improving balance and control. 
Flexible and durable, use for 
unparalleled colour, clarity and 
gloss. 

125mm (5”).
Optimal grit range: 2500RPM

Ultimate shine and gloss levels 
with excellent scratch elimination, 
flexibility and durability at high 
speeds. For dry polishing on 
decorative, densified and some 
natural stone and terrazzo surfaces. 
125mm (5”) with 3mm thickness and 
high pad surface area.

Optimal range: 2500RPM

High polishing results and durability 
at a value price point. Long life tool 
suitable for all concrete types when 
pre-hardened with Formula Worx - 
Boost densifier. 

125MM (5”), 150mm (6”), 75mm (3”)
Optimal grit range: 2500RPM

HALO RANGE

Combine with Aqua Zero 3” floor 
resins for a consistent transition and 
complimentary scratch pattern across 
edges and floor body. Exceptional for 
floor honing and polishing as well 
as wet cutting, power-trowelled/
burnished concrete, where zero 
aggregate exposure is required before 
densification.

Optimal grit range: 50-400
Maximum recommended 
speed range: 4000rpm

AQUA EDGE

FLEX 5 HONEY 5 & 6

Remove hassle and create even 
colour transitions into corners 
and hard to reach areas where 
a consistent decorative finish is 
required across the entire floor 
when polishing dry. Velcro backed 
and suitable for triangular orbital 
sanders and some multi tools. 

Triangular 80 x 80 x 80mm.

TRIANGULAR 3

Money back satisfaction guarantee:
(See www.totallyworks.com for our satisfaction guarantee)
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Delivers incomparable high impact 
productivity & gloss. For ultimate 
shine, scratch elimination and 
longevity of tooling. 

125mm (5”)
Optimal grit range: 2500RPM

IMPACT 5


